
What Is Hate Crime

Including Information about Southampton’s 

Hate Crime network, and Third Party Hate 

Crime Reporting Centres



What is Hate Crime?

A Hate Crime is any offence that is motivated

by hostility or prejudice towards an aspect/s of

someone’s identity. It can be based on a 

wide range of individual characteristics, such as 

Disability & Race, and the offences refer to anything 

from physical or verbal assault to

threatening behaviour.

It also regularly appears on

Social Networking sites,

like Facebook and Twitter,

in the form of cyber bullying

or offensive messaging.



Who is affected 

by Hate Crime? 

Anyone who has been targeted, or perceives

that they have been targeted, on the basis

of their protected characteristic/s, or because

they are associated to someone with a certain 

characteristic can be a victim of Hate Crime. 

A protected characteristic is anything from the

following;

• Race— skin colour,  country of origin,    

nationality

• Disability

• Religion / Faith

• Sexual Orientation

• Gender—identity (transgender)



Impact of Hate Crimes

When Hate Crime incidents occur not only are

people close to the individuals affected, but a large

number of incidents in an area can eventually lead to

the public having less trust in how the authorities

deal with Hate Crime. In turn, conflict and a lack of

control can develop within communities.

Articles published in the 
Southern Daily Echo—during the 
network’s ’Love Don’t Hate’ anti 
Hate Crime campaign in October 
2018.
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Centres should

report incidents

involving victims in 

immediate danger 

straight to the 

Police

• Using True Vision (Hate Crime recording
website set up by Police) or Southampton 
Hate Crime App to record all incidents
Informed about, including; what happened, 
characteristic/s targeted, where and when, 
support victim wanted and their preferred outcome

• Keeping victim anonymous if that is their preference

Roles of Third Party Reporting Centres

• Listening to 

victims

• Treating each 

incident seriously

• Signposting to   

specific support 

services – e.g

Victim Care Service

• Assisting with 

reporting



How Southampton’s Hate Crime

network functions ?

Southampton’s Third Party Reporting network is comprised of over 30 

organisations in the area, each of which assists different types of

people in the community. In bi-monthly meetings of the network, held

here at the SPECTRUM Centre for Independent Living CIC offices,

through training days and general communication members 

are able to share their expertise when helping individuals

affected by Hate Crime. 

Through the communication the network

offers we can each more effectively help

tackle and deal with Hate Crime in the

area. Organisations interested in joining

can contact the Chair of the meetings:

Ian Loynes – ian.loynes@spectrumcil.co.uk

mailto:ian.loynes@spectrumcil.co.uk


Methods of Reporting
If a Hate Crime needs to be dealt with 
urgently then we always advise to call 
999, or the non-emergency ‘101’ number 
where it is less serious.  If it is less urgent 
but still needs dealing with there are 
places where incidents can be reported.
The recently developed Southampton 

‘Love Don’t Hate’ App is one way 

people can quickly get in touch with 

and seek support from a local reporting 

centre. Or the True Vision website, 

along with Hampshire Constabulary’s 

online reporting form, provides 

people with somewhere they can give 

detailed information about 

an incident to the Police.

Whether or not an incident has

been reported the Victim Care

Service, funded the Police and

Crime Commissioner for

Hampshire and the Isle of Wight,

can be contacted on 

0808 178 1641 to offer the

practical and emotional support

to help someone recover from a

Hate Crime incident. And the

Hampshire Constabulary’s 

‘Helping victims with Hate

Crime’ App also offers information

and advice about Hate Crime.

https://www.victimsupport.org.uk/


To coincide with the network’s ‘Love Don’t Hate’ campaign in 2018,

PR agency Carswell Gould created a number of digital materials for

members to use to promote the campaign and in the long term our

work – celebrating diversity in the area and counteracting the hate

which fuels incidents. 

Over the next few pages are examples of what they produced -

Resources for promotion and

raising awareness

Email footer -



Images for social media posts

about the network -

Resources for promotion and

raising awareness



Facebook / social media header -

Resources for promotion and

raising awareness

Logo for your website -



Resources for 

promotion and

raising 
awareness

One of the

posters provided

by the Office for

the Police &

Crime commisioner -


